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Spectroscopic studies of large biomolecules are often performed in the liquid phase, 

where these complex systems unfold their activity. Over the last years, however, 

enormous interest in the physics of gas-phase biomolecular systems has developed, 

mainly for three reasons: i) the importance to distinguish intrinsic molecular properties 

from effects of the chemical environment; ii) the possibility to investigate fundamental 

interactions and microsolvation; and iii) the need of gas-phase data to test quantum 

chemical calculations. The response of isolated biomolecules upon VUV and soft X-ray 

photoabsorption and keV ion impact is of great interest i.e. in the context of 

astrobiology and radiobiology. Key questions concern ion chemistry in the interstellar 

medium, the possibility of transport of intact gas phase biomolecules from space to 

earth and molecular mechanisms underlying biological radiation damage.  

We have developed a versatile tandem mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray 

ionization source and a radiofrequency ion trap which can be easily interfaced with 

synchrotron beamlines and keV ion facilities. In first studies we could show, that keV 

ion and VUV photon induced fragmentation of the peptide leucine enkephalin induce 

mainly sidechain losses [1,2]. This is fundamentally different from conventional mass 

spectrometric techniques where mostly backbone scission is observed. Investigation of 

fragment yields of protonated YGnF peptides as a function of VUV photon energy and 

peptide length revealed, that this sidechain loss is due to fast hole migration from the 

backbone to the Y and F termini [3]. Moving from VUV photons to soft X-rays near the 

C K-edge, it is even possible to directly assign fragmentation channels to specific 

electronic transitions some of which are site specific. For instance, C 1s → π
*
 

excitations in the leucine encephalin aromatic side chains lead to relatively little 

fragmentation, whereas such excitations along the peptide backbone induce strong 

fragmentation [4]. 

In the context of biological radiation damage, we have performed a comparative study 

of oligonucleotide damage induced by keV ions or energetic photons. The experiments 

on protonated GCAT confirmed a finding from gas-phase DNA building blocks: 

deoxyribose seems to be involved in most fragmentation channels. The fragment masses 

observed here, however, are typically unobserved in gas-phase studies [5]. 
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